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Mrs. Brunk

Reading & Language Arts
Phonological Awareness

Early Literacy Concepts
Matching word-by-word (1-to-1 correspondence)

Phonological Awareness
Hearing middle sounds
Hearing sounds in sequence (first to last) (d-o-g)

Letter Knowledge
Continuing to form uppercase and lowercase

letters accurately and legibly
Letter/Sound Relationships

Recognizing beginning and ending consonant
sounds

 Spelling Patterns
Making words with -ake

High Frequency Words
Recognizing, building and writing: “see,” “so,” “up,”

“we” and “you”
Word Meaning

Connecting words that go together
Recognizing, matching and locating Days of the

Week in text
Word Structure

Learning simple and plural words (adding “s”;
cat, cats)

Word-solving Actions
Using parts of words to solve new words
Changing first and last letters to make new words

Comprehension
Following three part directions
Using illustrations
Sequencing events
Using story details to comprehend selections
Differentiating between fantasy and reality
Retelling a story
Confirming predictions after hearing a story
Summarizing for the main idea
Comparing and contrasting
Recognizing and understanding story structure:

beginning, middle, end
Recognizing cause and effect
Making inferences

Vocabulary
Reviewing color words and number words
Sight words: “what,” “when,” “were,” “word,” “each,”

“how,” and “use”
Beginning Reading Concepts

Continuing to interpret positional terms
Reviewing numbers 0-20
Reviewing left to right
Reviewing opposites
Reviewing position and location
Recognizing naming and action words

Writing
Writing first and last name using mixed letters
Writing numbers 0-20
Writing environmental words
Writing words or sentences to represent pictures
Exploring punctuation
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Math

Science
Observing, describing and identifying life in backyard

habitats
Observing and describing spring weather
Observing and describing simple properties of common earth

materials, i.e., soil, rocks, water
Continuing Organisms unit

Continuing ongoing daily routines
Increasing weather awareness
Counting forward from 0-115
Counting backward from 20-0
Reviewing skip counting by 2’s, 5’s, and 10’s
Reading 3-digit numbers
Recognizing and understanding one half
Estimating time (on analog clocks) using the hour hand only
Reviewing telling time to the nearest hour on an analog clock
Reviewing recognizing, knowing, and counting the value of

coins (penny, nickel, dime, quarter)
Playing simple “What’s My Rule?” games
Reviewing counting on, varying starting point
Reviewing counting tally marks
Reviewing exploring, comparing, estimating, and solving

problems using a variety of measuring tools
Reviewing position and location
Graphing (more than, fewer than, equal to, adding on, tak-

ing off) and discussing outcomes with group
Reviewing recognizing, comparing, identifying, extending,

and creating patterns with three elements (ABC)
Reviewing identifying and writing numbers 0-20
Reviewing ways to make numbers to 10 (1+5=6)
Estimating the number of objects in a set (not more than 20)
Reviewing exploring, sorting, and finding shapes in solids
Reviewing using a calendar
Exploring joining (+) and separating (-) groups

Social Studies
Acquiring experience locating and describing familiar

habitats.
Showing respect by caring for nature (plants and

animals.)

Theme:  My Natural World
Units

My Backyard, Spring, Earth Materials

Key Measures
Spring is a season of new life. Many things
have cycles. There are different habitats in my back-
yard.  Many things make up the world in which we live,
i.e., water, rocks, soil.

Character Habit
Courage


